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ceptibilities to fallacies in both inductive
and deductive reasoning (Kahneman,
Slovic, & Tversky, 1982). Because it
systems and methods of all kinds-in
mathematics, probability theory, logic, seemed that even many simple logical
linguistics, artificial intelligence, game steps were beyond the reach of untutored
theory, economics, and so on. It is a cu- subjects, the majority of cognitive psyrious feature of the cognitive revolution chologists decided logic was not relevant
that, out of dl of these fonnal approaches, to fundamental psychological processes
modem logic has barely been mined by and thus have not bothered to acquaint
cognitive psychologists as a source for themselves with advances in modern
theories of cognitive processes. This is logic and the rich multitude of alternative
particularly odd given the impressive logics and methods that are now availpower of modem logical systems as au- able. For many, th_esearch for models of
tomatable knowledge-productive and how human reasoning actually occurs has
truth-preserving systems.
turned instead to alternative approaches
One reas0.n for this failure to exploit such as heuristics, schemas, or mental
much of the rich array of extant logics is models-candidate processes that (althat most cognitive psychologists came legedly).do not require the existence'of
to the conclusion that human reasoning rule-based deductive abilities to operate.
does not operate according to a mental
Against this background, Lance Rips's
logic. That is, thinking in general and new book, The Psychology ofProoj Dereasoning in particular is not widely be- dtlctiue Reasoning in Human Thinking,
lieved to consist of the application of im- stands out as the most substantial and soplementations of logical rules to repre- phisticated defense of the mental logic
sentations that are encoded on the basis position in the history of the field. In this
of their abstract logical forms. Although book, Rips advances what he calls the
reasoning research began with some ex- deduction-system hypothesis: that all
pectation that the rules of thought might normal members of the human species
well be the rules of logic, a series of ex- are equipped with an innate and extenperiments showed that subjects' perfor- sive set of deduction principles that govmance on many logical tasks was quite ern how we reason, and that this natural
poor-tasks that would be trivially easy deduction system forms the core of
if humans had simple deductive proce- many-perhaps most-cognitive actividures online (e-g., Wason & Johnson- ties. Although he intends his theory to
Laird, 1972).This led to the widespread account for human deductive reasoning,
rejection of "the" mental logic hypoth- he also argues that these deduction proesis. This conclusion was further solidi- cedures may be, in effect, the "generalfied by a flood of results from the deci- purpose programming" (p. viii) language
sion-making community-results
that of the human cognitive architecture
have been taken to be demonstrations of within which a variety of nondeductive
pervasive human irrationalities and sus- cognitive processes could also be imple-
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his century has witnessed a floresc-

ence in the development of fomal

mented. Indeed, one can begin to appreciate the computational power inherent
in deduction systems by recognizing that
widely favored alternatives such as Anderson's ACT' (1983)and Newell's Soar
(1990) are special cases of the deductionsystem architecture Rips develops, versions that are computationally crippled
by being limited to just two of the many
rules available to Rips's architecture
(modus ponens and universal instantiation). In contrast to the vague handwaving that has become an unfortunate feature of many cognitive theories, Rips is
admirably explicit about the exact form
of the procedures he is positing. His theory, PSYCOP (short for psychology of
roof), exists as a computer implementation, allowing him to make complex yet
constrained empirical predictions
through simulations of how subjects
would reason their way throughkntricate
arguments. Moreover, the self-imposed
discipline of turning the formal system
into a set of computer procedures
prompted important developments in
Rips's model, by sharpening awareness
of a variety of critical computational issues (e.g., combinatorial explosion, process controi) that, in other hands, are too
often swept under the rug. One of the
most appealing features of Rips's thinking
and model is the originality with which
he selected and integrated plausible ideas
from a broad variety of research literatures, including recently developed
techniques in logic, methods derived
from automatic thwrem-proving research in artificial intelligence, and, of
course, the body of research that has accumulated in the study of the psychology
of reasoning.
Rips is successful in his primary goal
of restoring the credibility of the mental
logic hypothesis as a viable candidate account of human reasoning, and perhaps
also as a candidate cognitive architecture
on a rough par with production-basedand
connectionist systems. Disinterested
cognitive scientists would, we suspect,
judge that this book persuasively shows
that most of the arguments that have been
used to dismiss the mental logic hypothesis are either unfounded or weigh as
strongly against rival approaches as they
do against the mental logic position.
Rips's formal model of how mental proofs
might operate compares favorably, both
theoretically and empirically, with its
primary "general-purpose" theoretical
competitor, the mental models approach.
(Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).Indeed,
one of the most incisive sections of the
book is Rips's dissection of the problems
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with, and unfounded claims made for,
mental models theory. Anyone who has
tried to construct experiments to test between mental models theory and alternative reasoning hypotheses will sympathize with Rips's assessment that Johnson-Laird and Byme's theory "is
inexplicit in ways that make it difficult to
understand the basis of their predictions"
(p. 359). Most of what is necessary to
make mental models theory predict outcomes in a tightly constrained manner is
passed off to black boxes such as procedural semantics and world knowledge. It
is to Rips's credit that, despite this obstacle, he still finds some serviceable ways
to empirically contrast his deduction system with mental models analyses.
So what significant features of human
psychology would a mental logic plausibly account for? Some mental activity
does seem to consist of sentence-like
representations that, through the application of various procedures, produces
additional propositions, often in an ordered chain. These additional propositions are then treated by the cognitive
architecture as true or provisionally true.
Many of these apparently direct (i.e.,
one-step) sentence transformations or
derivations seem to correspond to at least
some of the logical operations postulated
in canonical logical systems. Many basic
concepts used in everyday thought and
language also correspond, in some measure, to logical primitives such as truth,
negation, contradiction, conjunction,
various c~nditionals,quantifiers, and so
on. The fact that humans everywhere
routinely rkason with suppositions
strongly argues that, if our minds embody
a single deduction system, it is a natural
deduction system rather than an axiomatic one. (This capacity to entertain a
proposition provisionally in order to follow out its consequences is one of the
marked parallels between human reasoning and natural deduction systems.)
Moreover, it is telling that one factor that
inclines humans to accept or reject arguments seems to be whether their steps
conform to or violate certain logical operations. Subjects can make judgments
of inferential soundness that seem analogous to judgments of grammaticality,
and they can judge or generate inferences for a potentially infinite set of instances (e.g., consider the logical rule
modus ponens: If A then B. A. Therefore
B.-where an infinite set of instances can
be substituted for A and B).This last fact
alone implies, Chomsky fashion, that humans must be able to encode and operate
on propositions at an extremely abstract

level, and it is tempting to believe that
the properties of the operations available
at this abstract cognitive level are the
source of the intuitions that have been
formalized by logicians into logical systems.
Although these evident facts seem to
be better explained by the mental logic
position than by alternatives, there are a
series of difficultieswith the mental logic
position that originally led it into disfavor
and that still make it hard for many to
accept. First of all, although untutored
subjects do seem to be.able to engage in
deductive reasoning with a far better than
random proficiency (a fact well explained
by the mental logic hypothesis), their
performance is also often very bad, and
seems quite remote from the proficiency
one might expect from a straightforward
mechanical implementation of most
standard logical systems. Rips properly
insists that one must have a principled
explanation for the existence of good
performance by subjects on deduction
tasks and makes a plausible case that
these successes are hard to explain in the
absence of a deduction system incorporating at least some of the features of the
one he proposes. However, his account
of reasoning failures involves some assumptions that seem very peculiar. In his
interpretation of errors, Rips makes the
usual competence-performance distmctions, and also makes some standard assumptions about working memory limitations and similar~actorsthat can be assumed t o degrade performance.
However, to reconcile the high rate of
subject errors with the presence of a large
battery of innate logical operations, Rips
is forced to assume that these procedures
are randomly unavailable to the architecture-and
at extraordinarily high
rates. Rips uses parameter fitting on various data sets to derive estimates of the
average availability of various rules (assuming his model, to be true) and although some rules, such as AND Introduction and Disjunctive Modus Ponens
appear to be always available to the reasoning system, others, such as OR Introduction are randomly unavailable over 80
percent of the time. This is a strange design for what is, ultimately, a system for
generating adaptive behavior. After all,
the key virtue of a rule-based as opposed
to, say, a connectionist architecture is its
computational sensitivity: Its output can
vary radically depending on exactly
which rules get applied to a given set of
representations. But what kind of engineering sense does it make to design a
behavioral control system whose deci-
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sions on identical tasks vary wildly because many of its component rules are
randomly and routinely unavailable?
Most real-world tasks require multiple
reasoning steps, and with Rips's estimates
of the probabilities of rule unavailabili-.
ties, the multiplication of conditional
probabilities over steps would lead to
very steep performance degradation as
reasoning sequences become longer than
two or three steps. Any deduction system
designed in this way would deliver strikingly erratic judgments as rules come
randomly on and off-line. Researchers
may differ in how plausible they consider
such a design to be, but it seems illuminating to contrast subjects' failure rates
on simple reasoning problems with human grammatical competence. Grarnmatical assignments in speech processing
seem to require at least as many inferences as the reasoning experiments Rips
analyzes, and yet humans successfully
perform these tasks with extremely high
reliability. As implausible as this aspect
of Rips's design seems to us, however, it
is worth mentioning that he is able to account broadly for some interesting properties of these data sets, such as problem
difficulty, by categorizing reasoning
problems on the basis of which rules of
deduction they require for their solution.
A mental logic position seems to explain
some features of reasoning successes yet
seems unsatisfying in its account of reasoning errors.
A second notable difficulty with the
mental logic position is that any system
that operates on representations solely
on the basis of their logical form ought
to be relatively insensitive to their content. Yet, human reasoning is notoriously
sensitive to content, and content effects
often dominate experimental outcomes.
(The power of these content effects in
reasoning has motivated the construction
of a new generation of reasoning theories
that are domain-specific, such as Cheng
& Holyoak's pragmatic reasoning schemas (19851or our and Gigerenzer's work
on social contracts [e.g., Cosmides, 1989;
Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Gigerenzer &
Hug, 19921.) A mental logic approach
cannot easily or naturally be made to explain content effects because of the intrinsic content independence of its procedures-although
as Rips carefully
points out, a mental models approach is
not equipped to do any better. To account for content effects in reasoning,
content-independent reasoning theories
must rely on (a) problem-specific assumptions about what additional propositions subjects introduce into their rea449
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soning that are not given to them declaratively by the experimenter, (b)
wumptions about the nature of the mterpretive appBratu8 that maps the explicit
content given to the subject onto the internal representations that
are then acted on by the reasoning procedures present in the subject's mind,
and (c) the ussumption that a pmicular
set of rules will reliably be activated by
repkwntations with this content. To the
best of OUT knowledge, no content-independent reasoning theory has any
principled theory or account of these
crucial elements. This prevents them
from making precise predictions obout
how subjects will reason about individual
problems on the basis of their content.
For this reason, explanations of content
effects by advocates of general purpose
reasoning theories are inevitably post
hoc-something Rips is frank about.
Rips is also quite aware of the need for
a principled theory of how subjects interpret reasoning problems, but cannot
supply one because his goal is to provide
a global account of reasoning that covers
all potential contents. Such a global reasoning system would need to be paired
with an interpretive apparatusthat could
interpret all contents, which is nothing
less than a cognitive model of adult encyclopedic knowledge and discourse
analysis. A way around this roadblock is
to develop theories of interpretation and
infererrtial mmpetence for circumscribed
domains that make explicit predictions
about exactly what additional entailments
subjects ~ lmake
l in response to particular problem contents-the approach we
took with the development of aocial mtract theory, and the analysis of threats
(see, e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, 1989.
1992;Twby & Cosmides, 198s). Rips Is
resistant to these approaches because
they seem to be unp~simpnious-multiplying mental entities where perhaps
one comprehensive general purpose system would serve.
SO, the field of reasoning research is
left wIth an apparent contradiction: As
Rips's book argues, certain facts about
human reasoning seem almost to h a n d
the existence of a mental logic-yet accepting Rips's hypothesis that the mind
operates kcording to a mental logic leads
to other predictions that seem to be contradicted by other apparent facts. There
may be several paths out of this predicament, but we are aware of only one: to
accept, as Rips suggests, that our reasoning faculties include some procedures
that map onto logical rules such as modus
ponens, AND Elimination, universal in-

stantiation, and so on; but also to *ept
what Rips tejects-that our reasoning
faculties ~imultaneouslyinclude a battery
of specialized inference procedures that
f w n d not to logical form but to contefit
types. procedures that do not correspond
to logical rules but that coexist in the
same system with them.
This might be termed the ecological
rationality position (see Cosmides &
Tooby. 1992; Gigerenzer, 1991) because
it posits inferentialprocedures that were
designed (by evolution or ontogenetic
calibration)to work well within the stable
ecological structure of the domain they
were designed to operate on, even
though they might lead to false or contradictory inferences if they were activated outside of that domain. Such a DOsition seems to offer an escape from the
apparent contradictions within the reasoning literature, and a series of other
problems as well. It would explain how
humans can ofken make successful deductlon-likearguments, and yet systematically depart from logical rules in predictable content-sensitive ways. It would
explain how humans can be so competent
at solving natural problems (specialized
inference procedures guide them
through a stably structured world in ways
that are more effective than generalized
techniques could), and yet seem to be so
error prone on experiments: When the
standard of error is deviation from general purpose deductive or inductive logics, the operation of specialized rational
methods will seem erroneous (Gigerenecr, 1991), It would explain how devwloping children could bootstrap theit way
into a rich encyclopedicknowledge d t h e
world-something content-independent
reasoning s y ~ t e m
are
~ incapable of doing
unassisted. Indeed, it would he$ to integrate the mental logic position with the
recent dvances in cognitive development that indicate that infaats come
equipped with just such domain-specialized inferential principles (Baron-Cohen,
1995; Hirschfeld & Calman, 1994).
Whichever of the current theoretical positions (mental models, mental logic,
ecological rationality, ctc.) turns out to
be close to the truth (if any does), it will
owe a debt to Rips---either by specifying
procedures that the mind is likely to include, or by challenging rival theories to
provide better explanations far the deductiw-like performances humans seem
capable of generating,
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